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LUBBERLY BBELLRUY LUBBER, clumsy person [adj] 

SCUTCHES CCEHSSTU SCUTCH, to separate woody fiber from by beating [v] 

CURLYCUE CCELRUUY curlicue [n -S] 

UNCUFFED CDEFFNUU lacking cuffs [adj] / UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

SCUFFERS CEFFRSSU SCUFFER, one that scuffs (to walk without lifting feet) [n] 

SCUMMERS CEMMRSSU SCUMMER, one that scums (to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from) [n] 

SCUPPERS CEPPRSSU SCUPPER, to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v] 

UNMUFFLE EFFLMNUU to free from something that muffles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUPERSPY EPPRSSUY superior spy [n -PIES] 

KOPIYKAS AIKKOPSY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

COCKBOAT ABCCKOOT small boat [n -S] 

OXYTOCIC CCIOOTXY drug that hastens process of childbirth [n -S] 

CAPTCHAS AACCHPST CAPTCHA, Turing test used to vet website users [n] 

JACKSTAY AACJKSTY rope on ship [n -S] 

CRAWLWAY AACLRWWY small, low tunnel [n -S] 

CUBICITY BCCIITUY state of being cubical (resembling cube) [n -TIES] 

CYNICISM CCIIMNSY cynical quality [n -S] 

PHTHISIC CHHIIPST phthisis (disease of lungs) [n -S] 

FIFTYISH FFHIISTY being about fifty years old [adj] 

WHIPPITS HIIPPSTW WHIPPIT, small container of nitrous oxide [n] 

BABYDOLL ABBDLLOY short, sheer pajamas for women [n -S] 

BALLBOYS ABBLLOSY BALLBOY, boy who retrieves balls during games [n] 

SHAHDOMS ADHHMOSS SHAHDOM, territory ruled by shah [n] 

SLOBBISH BBHILOSS resembling slob (slovenly or boorish person) [adj] 

FLOCCULI CCFILLOU small, loosely aggregated masses [n -LI] 

CYCLOSIS CCILOSSY circulation of protoplasm within cell [n -SES] 

WILDFOWL DFILLOWW wild game bird [n -S] 

KILLJOYS IJKLLOSY KILLJOY, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

SLOPPILY ILLOPPSY SLOPPY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adv] 

LUNGFULS FGLLNSUU LUNGFUL, as much as lungs can hold [n] 

ASHFALLS AAFHLLSS ASHFALL, deposit of volcanic ash [n] 

MISBILLS BIILLMSS MISBILL, to bill wrongly [v] 

ILLUVIUM IILLMUUV type of material accumulated in soil [n -IA, -S] 

AMALGAMS AAAGLMMS AMALGAM, alloy of mercury with another metal [n] 

POLYPODS DLOOPPSY POLYPOD, many-footed organism [n] 

PULPWOOD DLOOPPUW soft wood used in making paper [n -S] 

POLYPOUS LOOPPSUY pertaining to polyp (invertebrate) [adj] 

CHICHIER CCEHHIIR CHICHI, showily stylish [adj] 

SISSIEST EIISSSST SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

FULCRUMS CFLMRSUU FULCRUM, support for lever [n] 

SULPHURY HLPRSUUY sulfury (resembling sulfur) [adj] 

WHIZZIER EHIIRWZZ WHIZZY, marvelous in construction or operation [adj] 

BANGKOKS ABGKKNOS BANGKOK, straw hat [n] 

FOLKLIKE EFIKKLLO folkish (characteristic of common people) [adj] 

BOOKBAGS ABBGKOOS BOOKBAG, bag for carrying books [n] 

UNSHRUNK HKNNRSUU not shrunk (to contract or draw back) [adj] 

BOXBERRY BBEORRXY evergreen plant [n -RRIES] 
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CROCKERY CCEKORRY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -RIES] 

GROGGERY EGGGORRY barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -RIES] 

SHARKISH AHHIKRSS behaving like shark (predatory fish) [adj] 

MISMARKS AIKMMRSS MISMARK, to mark wrongly [v] 

SELLOFFS EFFLLOSS SELLOFF, sale of large number of stocks, bonds, or commodities [n] 

SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHIPMUNK CHIKMNPU small rodent [n -S] 

BEDABBLE ABBBDEEL to soil (to make dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MILLIMHO HIILLMMO unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

MILLIOHM HIILLMMO unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

SCHNOOKS CHKNOOSS SCHNOOK, easily deceived person [n] 

OSSOBUCO BCOOOSSU dish of veal shanks braised with vegetables and white wine [n -S] 

HOODMOLD DDHLMOOO protective projection on cornice [n -S] 

HEXARCHY ACEHHRXY group of six separate states [n -HIES] 

PINCHECK CCEHIKNP fabric design [n -S] 

SUKIYAKI AIIKKSUY Japanese dish [n -S] 

SKULKING GIKKLNSU SKULK, to move about stealthily [v] 

UPCYCLED CCDELPUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v] 

UPCYCLES CCELPSUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v] 

SQUASHES AEHQSSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUISHES EHIQSSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n] 

KUMISSES EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

PEESWEEP EEEEPPSW lapwing (shore bird) [n -S] 

UNBOBBED BBBDENOU not bobbed (to move up and down) [adj] 

MOLLUSCS CLLMOSSU MOLLUSC, mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n] 

BRUSHOFF BFFHORSU abrupt dismissal [n -S] 

HYDROPSY DHOPRSYY dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n -SIES] 

BLACKGUM ABCGKLMU tupelo (softwood tree) [n -S] 

ALBIZZIA AABIILZZ albizia (tropical tree) [n -S] 

SILKLIKE EIIKKLLS resembling silk [adj] 

SIZZLING GIILNSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v] 

SPHYNXES EHNPSSXY SPHYNX, cat of breed of hairless cats [n] 

BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S] 

MOSSBACK ABCKMOSS large, old fish [n -S] 

SOWBACKS ABCKOSSW SOWBACK, low ridge of sand [n] 

HOPSACKS ACHKOPSS HOPSACK, coarse fabric [n] 

BLOWZILY BILLOWYZ BLOWZY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adv] 

HILLOCKY CHIKLLOY HILLOCK, small hill [adj] 

KYPHOSIS HIKOPSSY abnormal curvature of spine [n -SES] 

ASSESSED ADEESSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 

POLYTYPE ELOPPTYY crystal structure [n -S] 

HUNCHING CGHHINNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S] 

KYMOGRAM AGKMMORY record of fluid pressure [n -S] 

ZYMOGRAM AGMMORYZ record of separated proteins after electrophoresis [n -S] 

CHOCKING CCGHIKNO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 
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ACCUSALS AACCLSSU ACCUSAL, act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n] 

SILLIBUB BBIILLSU sillabub (alcoholic dessert) [n -S] 

STYLISTS ILSSSTTY STYLIST, one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n] 

STRESSES EERSSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v] 

DJIBBAHS ABBDHIJS DJIBBAH, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

SQUIGGLY GGILQSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KAVASSES AAEKSSSV KAVASS, Turkish policeman [n] 

LILYLIKE EIIKLLLY LILY, flowering plant [adj] 

COCKATOO ACCKOOOT parrot [n -S] 

FRUGGING FGGGINRU FRUG, to perform type of vigorous dance [v] 

POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S] 

WOOLLILY ILLLOOWY WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adv] 

HOMOGAMY AGHMMOOY bearing of sexually similar flowers [n -MIES] 

BEDUMBED BBDDEEMU BEDUMB, to render speechless [v] 

UPSWEEPS EEPPSSUW UPSWEEP, to sweep upward [v] 

MEZUZOTH EHMOTUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

UNCOMMON CMMNNOOU not common (ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

THUMBNUT BHMNTTUU nut that is turned by thumb and fingers [n -S] 

PREPPIER EEIPPPRR PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adj] 

SKIFFLES EFFIKLSS SKIFFLE, to play particular style of music [v] 

SUFFIXES EFFISSUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SACKFULS ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SACKSFUL ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SKULLCAP ACKLLPSU close-fitting cap [n -S] 

DUCKBILL BCDIKLLU platypus (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

CINCHING CCGHIINN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

ZINCKING CGIIKNNZ ZINC, to coat with zinc (metallic element) [v] 

CLUCKING CCGIKLNU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

FLYSPECK CEFKLPSY to mark with minute spots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HALAKHIC AACHHIKL HALAKHAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [adj] 

KNUCKLED CDEKKLNU KNUCKLE, to hit with knuckles (joints of fingers) [v] 

KNUCKLES CEKKLNSU KNUCKLE, to hit with knuckles (joints of fingers) [v] 

MUZZLERS ELMRSUZZ MUZZLER, one that muzzles (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [n] 

PUZZLERS ELPRSUZZ PUZZLER, something that puzzles (to cause uncertainty and indecision in) [n] 

BYPASSES ABEPSSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

APOCOPIC ACCIOOPP APOCOPE, omission of last sound of word [adj] 

HIGHBALL ABGHHILL to go at full speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRUCKFUL CFKLRTUU as much as truck can hold [n -S] 

PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRIGGING FGGGIINR FRIG, to cheat or trick [v] 

PRIGGING GGGIINPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

FURFURAL AFFLRRUU chemical compound [n -S] 

PURPURAS APPRRSUU PURPURA, disease characterized by purple spots on skin [n] 

SPHYGMIC CGHIMPSY SPHYGMUS, pulse [adj] 

KEFFIYEH EEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

CHECKROW CCEHKORW to plant in rows which divide land into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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MYXOCYTE CEMOTXYY large cell found in mucous tissue [n -S] 

PALAZZOS AALOPSZZ wide-legged pants for women [n -S] 

SOCKLESS CEKLOSSS having no socks [adj] 

BOUZOUKI BIKOOUUZ stringed musical instrument [n -A, -S] 

IMBOSOMS BIMMOOSS IMBOSOM, to embosom (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v] 

POLLYWOG GLLOOPWY polliwog (tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian)) [n -S] 

SKIVVIES EIIKSSVV SKIVVY, to work as female servant [v] 

LUCKLESS CEKLLSSU unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

SQUUSHED DEHQSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SKELLUMS EKLLMSSU SKELLUM, rascal (unscrupulous or dishonest person) [n] 

JACKFISH ACFHIJKS food fish [n -ES] 

KIBBLING BBGIIKLN KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

CLICKING CCGIIKLN CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S] / SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SKIPPING GIIKNPPS SKIP, to move with light springing steps [v] 

QUIPPING GIINPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

SICKLILY CIIKLLSY SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adv] 

FISHKILL FHIIKLLS sudden destruction of large numbers of fish [n -S] 

SKEWNESS EEKNSSSW lack of symmetry [n -ES] 

WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES] 

RHYTHMIC CHHIMRTY science of rhythm [n -S] 

GLOBALLY ABGLLLOY GLOBAL, spherical (resembling sphere) [adv] 

EFFICACY ACCEFFIY effectiveness (quality of being effective) [n -CIES] 

CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n] 

FORMWORK FKMOORRW set of forms to hold concrete until it sets [n -S] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

CHUCKERS CCEHKRSU CHUCKER, one that chucks (to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm)) [n] 

PLURALLY ALLLPRUY in manner or form that expresses more than one [adv] 

FEOFFORS EFFFOORS FEOFFOR, feoffer (one that grants fief to another) [n] 

COWLICKS CCIKLOSW COWLICK, lock of unruly hair [n] 

SUGGESTS EGGSSSTU SUGGEST, to bring or put forward for consideration [v] 

SCHAPPES ACEHPPSS SCHAPPE, silk fabric [n] 

CHEMISMS CEHIMMSS CHEMISM, chemical attraction [n] 

KAMIKAZE AAEIKKMZ plane to be flown in suicide crash on target [n -S] 

BLEBBING BBBEGILN forming of blister [n -S] 

HEIGHTHS EGHHHIST HEIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

CHUFFING CFFGHINU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

CHUMMING CGHIMMNU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

HUMPHING GHHIMNPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

WHUPPING GHINPPUW WHUP, to defeat decisively [v] 

BOXWOODS BDOOOSWX BOXWOOD, evergreen shrub [n] 

CULPABLY ABCLLPUY CULPABLE, deserving blame or censure [adv] 

CUMSHAWS ACHMSSUW CUMSHAW, gift [n] 

PUBLICLY BCILLPUY by public [adv] 

BULLWHIP BHILLPUW to strike with long whip [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

IMBIBING BBGIIIMN IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 
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CASSATAS AAACSSST CASSATA, Italian ice cream [n] 

SAMSARAS AAAMRSSS SAMSARA, cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n] 

TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY tomcod (marine fish) [n -D] 

COMMONLY CLMMNOOY in common (ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events)) manner [adv] 

HOMONYMS HMMNOOSY HOMONYM, namesake (one who is named after another) [n] 

NUNCHAKU ACHKNNUU Japanese weapon [n -S] 

SCOLLOPS CLLOOPSS SCOLLOP, to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v] 

THUGGISH GGHHISTU characteristic of thug [adj] 

BULLOCKS BCKLLOSU BULLOCK, castrated bull [n] 

MULLOCKS CKLLMOSU MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [n] 

BLESBOKS BBEKLOSS BLESBOK, large antelope [n] 

KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES] 

CALCITIC ACCCIILT CALCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -IDES] 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god [n -S] 

FELLOWLY EFLLLOWY friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

MELLOWLY ELLLMOWY MELLOW, soft and full-flavored from ripeness [adv] 

GLYCERYL CEGLLRYY radical derived from glycerol [n -S] 

SARCASMS AACMRSSS SARCASM, sharply mocking or contemptuous remark [n] 

FALLAWAY AAAFLLWY shot in basketball [n -S] 

CHIPPING CGHIINPP CHIP, to break small piece from [v] 

WHIFFING FFGHIINW WHIFF, to blow or convey with slight gusts of air [v] 

WHIPPING GHIINPPW material used to whip [n -S] / WHIP, to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment) [v] 

GLYCOLIC CCGILLOY GLYCOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [adj] 

PLACABLY AABCLLPY PLACABLE, capable of being placated [adv] 

YASHMACS AACHMSSY YASHMAC, yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n] 

COLOSSUS CLOOSSSU gigantic statue [n -SSI, -ES] 

CURCUMAS ACCMRSUU CURCUMA, tropical plant [n] 

KUMQUATS AKMQSTUU KUMQUAT, citrus fruit [n] 

CYCLISTS CCILSSTY CYCLIST, one who rides bicycle [n] 

SURFFISH FFHIRSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

FITFULLY FFILLTUY FITFUL, recurring irregularly [adv] 

PUSHPINS HINPPSSU PUSHPIN, large-headed pin [n] 

GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

CYMBALOM ABCLMMOY cimbalom (Hungarian dulcimer) [n -S] 

LYMPHOMA AHLMMOPY type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

BOMBYCID BBCDIMOY moth (winged insect) [n -S] 

CHOPPILY CHILOPPY CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adv] 

CASCARAS AAACCRSS CASCARA, medicinal tree bark [n] 

MAMASANS AAAMMNSS MAMASAN, Japanese woman in position of authority [n] 

PAPASANS AAANPPSS PAPASAN, bowllike chair [n] 

MINIMILL IIILLMMN small-scale steel mill [n -S] 

ASSASSIN AAINSSSS murderer (one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice)) [n -S] 

GROKKING GGIKKNOR GROK, to understand intuitively [v] 

HOOSGOWS GHOOOSSW HOOSGOW, hoosegow (jail) [n] 

BUSHLESS BEHLSSSU having no bushes [adj] 
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BLELLUMS BELLLMSU BLELLUM, babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n] 

SCHUSSED CDEHSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCUMLESS CELMSSSU having no scum [adj] 

PUSSLEYS ELPSSSUY PUSSLEY, purslane (common garden herb) [n] 

KNOCKOUT CKKNOOTU blow that induces unconsciousness [n -S] 

HAZZANIM AAHIMNZZ HAZZAN, hazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

SHIKKERS EHIKKRSS SHIKKER, shicker (drunkard (one who is habitually drunk)) [n] 

BILLBUGS BBGILLSU BILLBUG, weevil (small beetle) [n] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

FACEOFFS ACEFFFOS FACEOFF, action that starts hockey game [n] 

UNDUBBED BBDDENUU not dubbed (to confer knighthood on) [adj] 

ABBESSES ABBEESSS ABBESS, female superior of convent of nuns [n] 

ACCESSES ACCEESSS ACCESS, to get at [v] 

UPSPRUNG GNPPRSUU UPSPRING, to spring up [v] 

SABBATHS AABBHSST SABBATH, sabbat (assembly of demons and witches) [n] 

CATCHALL AACCHLLT container for odds and ends [n -S] 

SNIFFISH FFHIINSS haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [adj] 

STIFFISH FFHIISST somewhat stiff [adj] 

PHTHISIS HHIIPSST disease of lungs [n -SES] 

SWALLOWS ALLOSSWW SWALLOW, to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach [v] 

SLIPSLOP ILLOPPSS watery food [n -S] 

BEJUMBLE BBEEJLMU to jumble (to mix in disordered manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EXEMPLUM EELMMPUX example [n -LA] 

FUSSPOTS FOPSSSTU FUSSPOT, fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n] 

HYMNBOOK BHKMNOOY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -S] 

WORKROOM KMOOORRW room in which work is done [n -S] 

SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n] 

FRIZZING FGIINRZZ FRIZZ, to form into small, tight curls [v] 

MACCABOY AABCCMOY type of snuff [n -S] 

POPULOUS LOOPPSUU containing many inhabitants [adj] 

BUBBLIES BBBEILSU BUBBLY, champagne [n] 

SHASLIKS AHIKLSSS SHASLIK, shashlik (kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer)) [n] 

SKYSAILS AIKLSSSY SKYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

PLUMBISM BILMMPSU lead poisoning [n -S] 

SCUMMILY CILMMSUY SCUMMY, covered with scum [adv] 

PLUMPISH HILMPPSU somewhat plump [adj] 

UPPISHLY HILPPSUY UPPISH, uppity (tending to be snobbish and arrogant) [adv] 

FLYBLOWS BFLLOSWY FLYBLOW, to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v] 

SUBDUCTS BCDSSTUU SUBDUCT, to subduce (to take away) [v] 

SUBCULTS BCLSSTUU SUBCULT, subdivision of cult [n] 

BULLRUSH BHLLRSUU bulrush (tall marsh plant) [n -ES] 

SULFURYL FLLRSUUY sulfonyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

SULPHURS HLPRSSUU SULPHUR, to sulfur (to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element)) [v] 

SUBABBOT ABBBOSTU subordinate abbot [n -S] 

LIFTOFFS FFFILOST LIFTOFF, vertical takeoff of rocket [n] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 
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CABBALAS AAABBCLS CABBALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

BACCALAS AAABCCLS BACCALA, codfish (marine food fish) [n] 

HABDALAH AAABDHHL Jewish ceremony [n -S] 

MALACCAS AAACCLMS MALACCA, cane of Asian rattan palm [n] 

MACADAMS AAACDMMS MACADAM, type of pavement (paved surface) [n] 

HALACHAS AAACHHLS HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [n] 

HAVDALAH AAADHHLV habdalah (Jewish ceremony) [n -S] 

HAMMADAS AAADHMMS HAMMADA, desert plateau of bedrock [n] 

PAPADAMS AAADMPPS PAPADAM, papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n] 

HALAVAHS AAAHHLSV HALAVAH, halvah (Turkish confection) [n] 

LAYAWAYS AAALSWYY LAYAWAY, item that has been reserved with down payment [n] 

MOROCCOS CCMOOORS MOROCCO, soft leather [n] 

WOODWORM DMOOORWW wood-boring worm [n -S] 

WORMWOOD DMOOORWW European herb [n -S] 

OFFSHOOT FFHOOOST lateral shoot from main stem [n -S] 

MONOSOMY MMNOOOSY condition of having one unpaired chromosome [n -MIES] 

SNUGGING GGGINNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

BUFFABLE ABBEFFLU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [adj] 

HASHHEAD AADEHHHS hashish addict [n -S] 

SYMMETRY EMMRSTYY exact correspondence between opposite halves of figure [n -RIES] 

SELFLESS EEFLLSSS unselfish (not selfish (concerned chiefly or only with oneself)) [adj] 

AVADAVAT AAAADTVV small songbird [n -S] 

CUCKOLDS CCDKLOSU CUCKOLD, to make cuckold (cornuto) of [v] 

WAXWORKS AKORSWWX WAXWORK, effigy made of wax [n] 

POLYPARY ALOPPRYY common supporting structure of polyp colony [n -RIES] 

JOGGLING GGGIJLNO JOGGLE, to shake slightly [v] 

JOGGINGS GGGIJNOS JOGGING, practice of running at slow, steady pace [n] 

PHOSPHIN HHINOPPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

DUMBBELL BBDELLMU weight lifted for muscular exercise [n -S] 

SCULCHES CCEHLSSU SCULCH, clean trash [n] 

CUFFLESS CEFFLSSU having no cuff [adj] 

SCUFFLES CEFFLSSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

FEOFFEES EEEFFFOS FEOFFEE, one to whom fief is granted [n] 

SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S] 

SHUFFLES EFFHLSSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SUPPLELY ELLPPSUY SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adv] 

PUMPLESS ELMPPSSU lacking pump [adj] 

SKILLESS EIKLLSSS having no skill [adj] 

MONOGYNY GMNNOOYY condition of having one wife at time [n -NIES] 

MACUMBAS AABCMMSU MACUMBA, religion practiced in Brazil [n] 

JACKDAWS AACDJKSW JACKDAW, bird resembling crow [n] 

CHAPPALS AACHLPPS CHAPPAL, sandal worn in India [n] 

SLAPJACK AACJKLPS pancake [n -S] 

FLYAWAYS AAFLSWYY FLYAWAY, one that is elusive [n] 

JAYWALKS AAJKLSWY JAYWALK, to cross street recklessly [v] 

SPIFFILY FFIILPSY SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

SWIMMILY IILMMSWY SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adv] 
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JIBBOOMS BBIJMOOS JIBBOOM, ship's spar [n] 

FISHHOOK FHHIKOOS barbed hook for catching fish [n -S] 

SPONSONS NNOOPSSS SPONSON, projection from side of ship [n] 

TOSSPOTS OOPSSSTT TOSSPOT, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

KNACKING ACGIKKNN KNACK, to strike sharply [v] 

MEZUZAHS AEHMSUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

OUTBLUFF BFFLOTUU to surpass in bluffing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OCCULTLY CCLLOTUY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

SHUTOFFS FFHOSSTU SHUTOFF, device that shuts something off [n] 

CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n S] 

SYZYGIES EGISSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [n] 

DROPKICK CDIKKOPR type of kick in football [n -S] 

TOPKICKS CIKKOPST TOPKICK, first sergeant [n] 

CARRACKS AACCKRRS CARRACK, type of merchant ship [n] 

NIGGLING GGGIILNN petty or meticulous work [n -S] / NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] 

PIZZELLE EEILLPZZ thin, crisp Italian cookie [n -S] 

CAKEWALK AACEKKLW to step stylishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAXWAXES AAEPSWXX PAXWAX, nuchal ligament of quadruped [n] 

SHASHLIK AHHIKLSS kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer) [n -S] 

PUSHBACK ABCHKPSU negative or unfavorable response [n -S] 

SCHMALZY ACHLMSYZ characterized by schmaltz [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

WICKYUPS CIKPSUWY WICKYUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

GORCOCKS CCGKOORS GORCOCK, male red grouse [n] 

FALLIBLY ABFILLLY FALLIBLE, capable of erring [adv] 

PLAYBILL ABILLLPY program for theatrical performance [n -S] 

FASCISMS ACFIMSSS FASCISM, oppressive political system [n] 

BOLLOCKS BCKLLOOS offensive word [n] 

BULLCOOK BCKLLOOU worker in logging camp [n -S] 

POLLOCKS CKLLOOPS POLLOCK, pollack (marine food fish) [n] 

COLLOQUY CLLOOQUY conversation [n -UIES] 

SQUOOSHY HOOQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BRABBLER ABBBELRR one that brabbles (to quarrel noisily) [n -S] 

BUZZARDS ABDRSUZZ BUZZARD, large bird of prey [n] 

HELLHOLE EEHHLLLO horrible place [n -S] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

HARRUMPH AHHMPRRU to make guttural sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FROUFROU FFOORRUU rustling sound [n -S] 

HOTSHOTS HHOOSSTT HOTSHOT, showily skillful person [n] 

BOOKWORM BKMOOORW avid book reader [n -S] 

HOOKWORM HKMOOORW parasitic worm [n -S] 

ZOOMORPH HMOOOPRZ something in form of animal [n -S] 

MUMMERED DEEMMMRU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v] 

HAWKMOTH AHHKMOTW large moth [n -S] 

CHICKORY CCHIKORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

MAZZARDS AADMRSZZ MAZZARD, wild cherry [n] 

SKULKERS EKKLRSSU SKULKER, one that skulks (to move about stealthily) [n] 

SUBSKILL BIKLLSSU subordinate skill [n -S] 
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UPSKILLS IKLLPSSU UPSKILL, to improve job skills of someone [v] 

SKIMMIAS AIIKMMSS SKIMMIA, evergreen shrub [n] 

BAYBERRY ABBERRYY berry tree [n -RRIES] 

MACCOBOY ABCCMOOY maccaboy (type of snuff) [n -S] 

MAHARAJA AAAAHJMR king or prince in India [n -S] 

HALFBACK AABCFHKL football player [n -S] 

BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYBACK AABCKLPY act of replaying newly made recording [n -S] 

PAYBACKS AABCKPSY PAYBACK, return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n] 

SWAYBACK AABCKSWY abnormal sagging of back [n -S] 

WAYBACKS AABCKSWY WAYBACK, interior area at back of vehicle [n] 

CHAMPAKS AACHKMPS CHAMPAK, East Indian tree [n] 

BACKACHE AABCCEHK pain in back [n -S] 

MYXAMEBA AABEMMXY slime mold that resembles amoeba [n -E, -S] 

BEMURMUR BEMMRRUU to murmur at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BABBITRY ABBBIRTY conventional middle-class attitudes and behavior stressing respectability and material success [n -RIES] 

CUTBACKS ABCCKSTU CUTBACK, reduction [n] 

CRACKUPS ACCKPRSU CRACKUP, collision [n] 

HUTZPAHS AHHPSTUZ HUTZPAH, chutzpah (supreme self-confidence) [n] 

CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

MUGGINGS GGGIMNSU MUGGING, street assault or beating [n] 

PUGGINGS GGGINPSU PUGGING, act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n] 

PUMPKINS IKMNPPSU PUMPKIN, large, edible fruit [n] 

FLABBILY ABBFILLY FLABBY, flaccid (lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure))) [adv] 

CAMBISMS ABCIMMSS CAMBISM, theory and practice of exchange in commerce [n] 

SAPPHICS ACHIPPSS SAPPHIC, type of verse form [n] 

CLAMMILY ACILLMMY CLAMMY, cold and damp [adv] 

SAPPHISM AHIMPPSS lesbianism [n -S] 

WHIPSAWS AHIPSSWW WHIPSAW, to cut with narrow, tapering saw [v] 

RUBBABOO ABBBOORU rubaboo (type of soup) [n -S] 

SCIROCCO CCCIOORS sirocco (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

BABBLING ABBBGILN idle talk [n -S] / BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BLABBING ABBBGILN BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

KNOCKING CGIKKNNO KNOCK, to strike sharply [v] 

SKYGLOWS GKLOSSWY SKYGLOW, glow in night sky resulting from urban lights [n] 

CHUGALUG ACGGHLUU to drink without pause [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

SHOPBOYS BHOOPSSY SHOPBOY, salesclerk [n] 

BACKBARS AABBCKRS BACKBAR, space behind bar with shelves for bottles [n] 

BACKSTAB AABBCKST to attack or betray behind one's back [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

BACKCAST AABCCKST backward movement in casting fishing line [n -S] 

SCATBACK AABCCKST type of player in football [n -S] 

HARDHACK AACDHHKR woody plant [n -S] 

CHARKHAS AACHHKRS CHARKHA, spinning wheel [n] 

BIGGINGS BGGGIINS BIGGING, biggin (house) [n] 

CRUCIFIX CCFIIRUX cross bearing image of Christ [n -ES] 

ZUCCHINI CCHIINUZ vegetable [n -S] 
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THICKISH CHHIIKST somewhat thick [adj] 

HIGGLING GGGHIILN HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

WIGGLING GGGIILNW WIGGLE, to move with short, quick movements from side to side [v] 

SWIGGING GGGIINSW SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v] 

WIGGINGS GGGIINSW WIGGING, scolding (harsh reproof) [n] 

BOXBALLS ABBLLOSX BOXBALL, form of handball [n] 

SKUNKING GIKKNNSU SKUNK, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

NUZZLING GILNNUZZ NUZZLE, to push with nose [v] 

CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv] 

SOPHISMS HIMOPSSS SOPHISM, plausible but fallacious argument [n] 

PLYINGLY GILLNPYY PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly [adv] 

JOYOUSLY JLOOSUYY JOYOUS, joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adv] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKMARK ABKKMOOR to create shortcut to previously viewed website [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECHECK CCEEHKPR to check beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FISHGIGS FGGHIISS FISHGIG, pronged implement for spearing fish [n] 

SKINKING GIIKKNNS SKINK, to pour out or serve, as liquor [v] 

STOPOFFS FFOOPSST STOPOFF, stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n] 

CATCHFLY ACCFHLTY insect-catching plant [n -LIES] 

SYMPATHY AHMPSTYY feeling of compassion for another's suffering [n -HIES] 

MOLLUSKS KLLMOSSU MOLLUSK, any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates [n] 

BLUEBALL ABBELLLU medicinal herb [n -S] 

SUBBASES ABBESSSU SUBBASE, lowest part of base [n] 

BLUEBILL BBEILLLU scaup duck [n -S] 

SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALYSSUMS ALMSSSUY ALYSSUM, flowering plant [n] 

BLESBUCK BBCEKLSU blesbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

CHUCKLED CCDEHKLU CHUCKLE, to laugh quietly [v] 

CHUCKLES CCEHKLSU CHUCKLE, to laugh quietly [v] 

CYCLECAR ACCCELRY type of motor vehicle [n -S] 

PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

ENCYCLIC CCCEILNY letter addressed by pope to bishops of world [n -S] 

PREPPILY EILPPPRY PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adv] 

USUFRUCT CFRSTUUU legal right to use another's property so long as it is not damaged or altered [n -S] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU limited area authorized for logging [n -S] 

SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES] 

COCKSHUT CCHKOSTU close of day [n -S] 

COCKSPUR CCKOPRSU thorny plant [n -S] 

HYDROXYL DHLORXYY radical or group containing oxygen and hydrogen [n -S] 

CUCUMBER BCCEMRUU garden vegetable [n -S] 

KOLKOZES EKKLOOSZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S] 

SJAMBOKS ABJKMOSS SJAMBOK, to strike with whip used in South Africa [v] 

FLOPPILY FILLOPPY FLOPPY, soft and flexible [adv] 
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FOCACCIA AACCCFIO flat Italian bread [n -S] 

BLOBBING BBBGILNO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BOBBLING BBBGILNO BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

POPPLING GILNOPPP POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

BLOWOFFS BFFLOOSW BLOWOFF, expelling of gas [n] 

COCOPLUM CCLMOOPU evergreen shrub [n -S] 

JOCKDOMS CDJKMOOS JOCKDOM, world of athletes [n] 

COWPLOPS CLOOPPSW COWPLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

SEISMISM EIIMMSSS natural activity involved in earthquakes [n -S] 

SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST] 

HALLUCAL AACHLLLU HALLUX, big toe [adj] 

PULVILLI IILLLPUV pads between claws of insect's foot [n PULVILLI] 

SOURPUSS OPRSSSUU grouchy person [n -ES] 

SACCADIC AACCCDIS SACCADE, rapid, jerky movement of eye [adj] 

SYLLABUB ABBLLSUY sillabub (alcoholic dessert) [n -S] 

SHADBUSH ABDHHSSU flowering tree or shrub [n -ES] 

CHUDDAHS ACDDHHSU CHUDDAH, chuddar (large, square shawl) [n] 

PEPPERED DEEEPPPR PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PASSKEYS AEKPSSSY PASSKEY, key that opens several different locks [n] 

SCHLUMPY CHLMPSUY unattractive, slovenly [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

UNSTUFFY FFNSTUUY not stuffy (poorly ventilated) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

SCHLEPPY CEHLPPSY shabby, run-down [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SHAHADAS AAADHHSS SHAHADA, Muslim profession of faith [n] 

ALFALFAS AAAFFLLS ALFALFA, plant cultivated for use as hay and forage [n] 

HALALAHS AAAHHLLS HALALAH, halala (Saudi Arabian coin) [n] 

HALACHIC AACCHHIL HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [adj] 

HYPONYMS HMNOPSYY HYPONYM, word that denotes subcategory [n] 

SYMPHONY HMNOPSYY orchestral composition [n -NIES] 

UNUNBIUM BIMNNUUU synthetic element [n -S] 

SMEDDUMS DDEMMSSU SMEDDUM, ground malt powder [n] 

SUFFUSED DEFFSSUU SUFFUSE, to spread through or over [v] 

PULPLESS ELLPPSSU having no pulp [adj] 

CUMULOUS CLMOSUUU CUMULUS, type of cloud [adj] 

ODYSSEYS DEOSSSYY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [n] 

SUPPOSES EOPPSSSU SUPPOSE, to assume to be true [v] 

CHALLAHS AACHHLLS CHALLAH, kind of bread [n] 

PADSHAHS AADHHPSS PADSHAH, padishah (sovereign) [n] 

DIDYMIUM DDIIMMUY mixture of rare-earth elements [n -S] 

SLIPPILY IILLPPSY SLIPPY, slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adv] 

SIMPLISM IILMMPSS tendency to oversimplify issue or problem [n -S] 

BUZZINGS BGINSUZZ BUZZING, buzzing noise [n] 

SWIZZLES EILSSWZZ SWIZZLE, to drink excessively [v] 

MUZZLING GILMNUZZ MUZZLE, to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating [v] 

PUZZLING GILNPUZZ PUZZLE, to cause uncertainty and indecision in [v] 

SCHMOOZY CHMOOSYZ given to schmoozing [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SPEISSES EEIPSSSS SPEISS, metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores [n] 
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BABBITTS ABBBISTT BABBITT, to line with babbitt (alloy of tin, copper, and antimony) [v] 

SUCCOURS CCORSSUU SUCCOUR, to succor (to go to aid of) [v] 

GYPSYDOM DGMOPSYY realm of gypsies [n -S] 

DABCHICK ABCCDHIK small grebe [n -S] 

MAFFICKS ACFFIKMS MAFFICK, to celebrate boisterously [v] 

MAHIMAHI AAHHIIMM food fish in Hawaii [n -S] 

HOTCHPOT CHHOOPTT combining of properties in order to divide them equally among heirs [n -S] 

KICKINGS CGIIKKNS KICKING, act of striking with foot [n] 

DIZZYING DGIINYZZ DIZZY, to make dizzy [v] 

FIZZLING FGIILNZZ FIZZLE, to fizz (to make hissing or sputtering sound) [v] 

MIZZLING GIILMNZZ MIZZLE, to rain in fine droplets [v] 

SUBTASKS ABKSSSTU SUBTASK, subordinate task [n] 

BOWWOODS BDOOOSWW BOWWOOD, deciduous tree [n] 

TZATZIKI AIIKTTZZ dish of yogurt with cucumber, garlic, and sometimes mint [n -S] 

BLUBBERS BBBELRSU BLUBBER, to weep noisily [v] 

BUBBLERS BBBELRSU BUBBLER, drinking fountain [n] 

FLUFFERS EFFFLRSU FLUFFER, one that fluffs (to make fluffy) [n] 

FULLBACK ABCFKLLU offensive back in football [n -S] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

BUCKSAWS ABCKSSUW BUCKSAW, wood-cutting saw [n] 

SAWBUCKS ABCKSSUW SAWBUCK, sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n] 

BASHLYKS ABHKLSSY BASHLYK, cloth hood [n] 

SUCKFISH CFHIKSSU remora (type of marine fish) [n -ES] 

PLUCKILY CIKLLPUY PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adv] 

CHITCHAT ACCHHITT to indulge in small talk [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BOCACCIO ABCCCIOO rockfish (fish living around rocks) [n -S] 

IMMIXING GIIIMMNX IMMIX, to mix in [v] 

CHURCHED CCDEHHRU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHURCHES CCEHHRSU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHUCKING CCGHIKNU CHUCK, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

VIZCACHA AACCHIVZ viscacha (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

KAFFIYAH AAFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

PHOSPHID DHHIOPPS chemical compound [n -S] 

BAASKAPS AAABKPSS BAASKAP, policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n] 

BAASSKAP AAABKPSS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

CHALAZAL AAACHLLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [adj] 

QUINCUNX CINNQUUX arrangement of five objects [n -ES] 

PURPURIC CIPPRRUU pertaining to purpura (disease characterized by purple spots on skin) [adj] 

KIDSKINS DIIKKNSS KIDSKIN, type of leather [n] 

JIUJITSU IIJJSTUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

COCKLOFT CCFKLOOT small attic [n -S] 

STOPCOCK CCKOOPST type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n -S] 

WORKFLOW FKLOORWW amount of work to and from office or employee [n -S] 

XYLOTOMY LMOOTXYY preparation of sections of wood for microscopic examination [n -MIES] 

FALLBACK AABCFKLL act of retreating [n -S] 

BACKSAWS AABCKSSW BACKSAW, type of saw [n] 

BALLHAWK AABHKLLW very good defensive ballplayer [n -S] 
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HACKSAWS AACHKSSW HACKSAW, to use saw having fine-toothed blade [v] 

YASHMAKS AAHKMSSY YASHMAK, veil worn by Muslim women [n] 

CHUKKERS CEHKKRSU CHUKKER, period of play in polo [n] 

JIMMYING GIIJMMNY JIMMY, to pry open with crowbar [v] 

GOLLYWOG GGLLOOWY golliwog (grotesque doll) [n -S] 

EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

JAZZLIKE AEIJKLZZ resembling type of music [adj] 

BOOKSHOP BHKOOOPS store where books are sold [n -S] 

COOKSHOP CHKOOOPS shop that sells cooked food [n -S] 

LOLLYGAG AGGLLLOY to lallygag (to dawdle (to waste time)) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

OBSESSES BEEOSSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

SUCKLESS CEKLSSSU having no juice [adj] 

PSYCHISM CHIMPSSY belief that there is fluid that animates all living beings [n -S] 

BLOWBACK ABBCKLOW escape of gases [n -S] 

BLACKBOY ABBCKLOY Australian plant [n -S] 

BAWCOCKS ABCCKOSW BAWCOCK, fine fellow [n] 

HAYCOCKS ACCHKOSY HAYCOCK, pile of hay [n] 

HAMMOCKS ACHKMMOS HAMMOCK, hanging cot [n] 

PICKOFFS CFFIKOPS PICKOFF, play in baseball [n] 

CALABAZA AAAABCLZ large winter squash [n -S] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]  

BAASKAAP AAAABKPS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

TUSSOCKS CKOSSSTU TUSSOCK, clump of grass [n] 

GULLABLY ABGLLLUY GULLABLE, gullible (easily deceived) [adv] 

SPYGLASS AGLPSSSY small telescope [n -ES] 

GULLIBLY BGILLLUY GULLIBLE, easily deceived [adv] 

NUMSKULL KLLMNSUU dunce (stupid person) [n -S] 

CARACARA AAAACCRR large hawk [n -S] 

BULLOCKY BCKLLOUY BULLOCK, castrated bull [adj] 

SHYLOCKS CHKLOSSY SHYLOCK, to lend money at high interest rates [v] 

MULLOCKY CKLLMOUY MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [adj] 

GYPSYING GGINPSYY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

CLASSICS ACCILSSS CLASSIC, work of enduring excellence [n] 

SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

KABBALAS AAABBKLS KABBALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

HALAKAHS AAAHHKLS HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHAS AAAHHKLS HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

BOSSDOMS BDMOOSSS BOSSDOM, domain of political boss [n] 

BLOSSOMS BLMOOSSS BLOSSOM, to bloom (to bear flowers) [v] 

CLODPOLL CDLLLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S] 

OPOSSUMS MOOPSSSU OPOSSUM, arboreal mammal [n] 

SYNONYMS MNNOSSYY SYNONYM, word having same meaning as another [n] 

WOODWORK DKOOORWW work made of wood [n -S] 

WOOLWORK KLOOORWW needlework [n -S] 

CHECHAKO ACCEHHKO newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n -S] 

RACKWORK ACKKORRW type of mechanism [n -S] 

BASSISTS ABISSSST BASSIST, person who plays double bass [n] 
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HIPPARCH ACHHIPPR cavalry commander in ancient Greece [n -s] 

LOBBYGOW BBGLOOWY errand boy [n -s] 

MYCOLOGY CGLMOOYY branch of botany dealing with fungi [n -GIES] 

SCHNAPPS ACHNPPSS strong liquor [n SCHNAPPS, -ES] 

PHYLLARY AHLLPRYY bract of certain plants [n -RIES] 

BEMUZZLE BEELMUZZ to muzzle (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

COCCOIDS CCCDIOOS COCCOID, spherical cell or body [n] 

CONCOCTS CCCNOOST CONCOCT, to prepare by combining ingredients [v] 

TITTUPPY IPPTTTUY shaky; unsteady [adj] 

CAPRICCI ACCCIIPR caprices (whim (impulsive idea)) [n CAPRICCI] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BABUSHKA AABBHKSU woman's scarf [n -S] 

CALPACKS AACCKLPS CALPACK, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

WALKWAYS AAKLSWWY WALKWAY, passage for walking [n] 

DIBBUKIM BBDIIKMU DIBBUK, dybbuk (wandering soul in Jewish folklore) [n] 

QUIPPISH HIIPPQSU witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

SCUPPAUG ACGPPSUU scup (marine food fish) [n -S] 

COCKLIKE CCEIKKLO resembling rooster (male chicken) [adj] 

BRUSHUPS BHPRSSUU BRUSHUP, quick review [n] 

TSKTSKED DEKKSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

MURMURER EMMRRRUU one that murmurs (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CHUBBILY BBCHILUY CHUBBY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adv] 

CHUMSHIP CHHIMPSU friendship (state of being friend) [n -S] 

CHUMMILY CHILMMUY CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

CABBALAH AAABBCHL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

MACHACAS AAACCHMS MACHACA, Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n] 

CIVICISM CCIIIMSV system of government based upon individual rights [n -S] 

SHUSHERS EHHRSSSU SHUSHER, one that shushes (to silence (to make silent)) [n] 

SUPPRESS EPPRSSSU to put end to forcibly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CALCULUS ACCLLSUU branch of mathematics [n -LI, -ES] 

SACCULUS ACCLSSUU saccule (small sac) [n -LI] 

KATAKANA AAAAKKNT Japanese syllabic symbol [n -S] 

CYCLEWAY ACCELWYY bikeway (route for bikes) [n -S] 

SASHLESS AEHLSSSS lacking sash (long band worn around waist) [adj] 

MASSLESS AELMSSSS having no mass [adj] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

PASSUSES AEPSSSSU PASSUS, section of story or poem [n] 

MISSUSES EIMSSSSU MISSUS, missis (wife (woman married to man)) [n] 

SCHLEPPS CEHLPPSS SCHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SUBBLOCK BBCKLOSU subdivision of block [n -S] 

SCHLUMPS CHLMPSSU SCHLUMP, to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v] 

CHAMPACS AACCHMPS CHAMPAC, champak (East Indian tree) [n] 

FLAPJACK AACFJKLP pancake [n -S] 

CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES] 

SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v] 

PUPPETRY EPPPRTUY art of making or manipulating puppets [n -RIES] 
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MAMMOTHS AHMMMOST MAMMOTH, extinct elephant [n] 

CYCLONIC CCCILNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

SYMPTOMS MMOPSSTY SYMPTOM, indication of something [n] 

NUNCHUKS CHKNNSUU NUNCHUK, nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n] 

HASHEESH AEEHHHSS hashish (mild narcotic) [n -ES] 

GANGBANG AABGGGNN to participate in gang-related activities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSISES EIIMSSSS MISSIS, wife (woman married to man) [n] 

HICCOUGH CCGHHIOU to hiccup (to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WORKWEEK EEKKORWW number of hours worked in week [n -S] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 

GLYCOSYL CGLLOSYY radical derived from glucose [n -S] 

BAKSHISH ABHHIKSS to give tip [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CALCTUFF ACCFFLTU calctufa (mineral deposit) [n -S] 

JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] / JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v] 

SKEWBACK ABCEKKSW sloping surface against which end of arch rests [n -S] 

HUMDRUMS DHMMRSUU HUMDRUM, dull, boring person [n] 

MAMMATUS AAMMMSTU type of cloud [n -TI] 

SUCCINIC CCCIINSU pertaining to amber (fossil resin) [adj] 

MINIMUMS IIMMMNSU MINIMUM, least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

HACKWORK ACHKKORW artistic work done according to formula [n -S] 

POCKMARK ACKKMOPR to mark with scars caused by eruptive disease [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAYCHECK ACCEHKPY check in payment of wages or salary [n -S] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -ES] 

HASSOCKS ACHKOSSS HASSOCK, footstool [n] 

FOSSICKS CFIKOSSS FOSSICK, to search for gold [v] 

CARJACKS AACCJKRS CARJACK, to steal vehicle from its driver by force [v] 

JIGGLING GGGIIJLN JIGGLE, to shake lightly [v] 

CHUKKARS ACHKKRSU CHUKKAR, chukker (period of play in polo) [n] 

BUCKSKIN BCIKKNSU skin of male deer [n -S] 

BLUEBELL BBEELLLU flowering plant [n -S] 

VOLVULUS LLOSUUVV twisting of intestine that causes obstruction [n -LI, -ES] 

COCKAPOO ACCKOOOP hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S] 

BACKTALK AABCKKLT impudent reply [n -S] 

TALKBACK AABCKKLT one-way communications link between control booth and recording studio [n -S] 

CHAZZANS AACHNSZZ CHAZZAN, chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S] 

JEJUNUMS EJJMNSUU JEJUNUM, part of small intestine [n] 

UNMUZZLE ELMNUUZZ to remove muzzle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPUZZLE ELNPUUZZ to work out obscured meaning of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FRIZZILY FIILRYZZ in frizzy (tightly curled) manner [adv] 

KILLOCKS CIKKLLOS KILLOCK, killick (small anchor) [n] 

SKILFULL FIKLLLSU skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

SKILLFUL FIKLLLSU having skill (ability to do something well) [adj] 

EMBEZZLE BEEELMZZ to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CHUTZPAH ACHHPTUZ supreme self-confidence [n -S] 

CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

SUDSLESS DELSSSSU having no suds [adj] 
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PEPPERER EEEPPPRR one that peppers (to season with pepper (pungent condiment)) [n -S] 

BACKCHAT AABCCHKT repartee (quick, witty reply) [n -S] 

PICNICKY CCIIKNPY pertaining to picnic [adj] 

BALLCOCK ABCCKLLO type of valve [n -S] 

COCKBILL BCCIKLLO to raise yardarm on ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOLLIPOP ILLLOOPP piece of candy on end of stick [n -S] 

MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES] 

BLOWJOBS BBJLOOSW BLOWJOB, offensive word [n] 

CHATCHKE ACCEHHKT chatchka (knickknack) [n -S] 

HATCHECK ACCEHHKT room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

GIMMICKS CGIIKMMS GIMMICK, to provide with gimmick (novel or tricky feature) [v] 

LAWFULLY AFLLLUWY LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adv] 

SMASHUPS AHMPSSSU SMASHUP, collision of motor vehicles [n] 

WILFULLY FILLLUWY WILFUL, willful (bent on having one's own way) [adv] 

BUZZWORD BDORUWZZ word used to impress someone [n -S] 

CASSABAS AAABCSSS CASSABA, casaba (variety of melon) [n] 

CASSAVAS AAACSSSV CASSAVA, tropical plant [n] 

CHECKSUM CCEHKMSU sum derived from bits of computer data [n -S] 

CHECKUPS CCEHKPSU CHECKUP, examination [n] 

PYGMYISH GHIMPSYY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

MUCKWORM CKMMORUW worm found in manure [n -S] 

SUBSUMES BEMSSSUU SUBSUME, to include within larger group [v] 

COPYBOYS BCOOPSYY COPYBOY, boy who runs errands in newspaper office [n] 

WHOOMPHS HHMOOPSW WHOOMPH, whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n] 

SOVKHOZY HKOOSVYZ SOVKHOZ, state-owned farm in former Soviet Union [n] 

PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S] 

SIBSHIPS BHIIPSSS SIBSHIP, group of children having same parents [n] 

CHILLILY CHIILLLY CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adv] 

HAGGADAH AAADGGHH biblical narrative [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

SPHYGMUS GHMPSSUY pulse [n -ES]  

PECCANCY ACCCENPY state of being peccant (sinful (marked by sin)) [n -CIES] 

COUSCOUS CCOOSSUU North African cereal [n -ES] 

BOWWOWED BDEOOWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v] 

POWWOWED DEOOPWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v] 

BUCCALLY ABCCLLUY BUCCAL, pertaining to cheek [adv] 

PUFFBALL ABFFLLPU any of various globular fungi [n -S] 

BUSHWAHS ABHHSSUW BUSHWAH, bushwa (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n] 

SUBPUBIC BBCIPSUU situated under pubis [adj] 

SYLPHISH HHILPSSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 

JACUZZIS ACIJSUZZ JACUZZI, trademark [n] 

CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj] 

BLUBBING BBBGILNU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

FLUFFING FFFGILNU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v] 

MUMMINGS GIMMMNSU MUMMING, performance of folk play by mummers [n] 

HUMMUSES EHMMSSUU HUMMUS, paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini [n] 

BLUSHFUL BFHLLSUU of red color [adj] 
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BLAMABLY AABBLLMY BLAMABLE, being at fault [adv] 

PALPABLY AABLLPPY PALPABLE, capable of being felt [adv] 

SPIVVISH HIIPSSVV SPIV, unscrupulous petty criminal [adj] 

YELLOWLY ELLLOWYY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adv] 

PHOSPHOR HHOOPPRS substance that will emit light when exposed to radiation [n -S] 

BIBBINGS BBBGIINS BIBBING, act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n] 

QUIZZING GIINQUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

KICKSHAW ACHIKKSW trifle or trinket [n -S] 

BLACKFLY ABCFKLLY biting fly [n -LIES] 

WORKFOLK FKKLOORW manual laborers [n WORKFOLK] 

GUZZLING GGILNUZZ GUZZLE, to drink rapidly [v] 

WHIZZING GHIINWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

MUCHACHO ACCHHMOU young man [n -S] 

COCCYGES CCCEGOSY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

SKYLARKS AKKLRSSY SKYLARK, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

INUKSHUK HIKKNSUU figure of human made of stones [n -S] 

BLUBBERY BBBELRUY fat; swollen [adj] 

POPPADUM ADMOPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

KUVASZOK AKKOSUVZ KUVASZ, large dog having white coat [n] 

KIPSKINS IIKKNPSS KIPSKIN, animal hide that has not been tanned [n] 

LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj] 

KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S] 

ZYMOLOGY GLMOOYYZ science of fermentation [n -GIES] 

COPYBOOK BCKOOOPY book used in teaching penmanship [n -S] 

SCHTICKS CCHIKSST SCHTICK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

FLUBDUBS BBDFLSUU FLUBDUB, pretentious nonsense [n] 

BOYCHICK BCCHIKOY boychik (young man) [n -S] 

CACHEXIC ACCCEHIX CACHEXIA, general ill health [adj] 

DUCKWALK ACDKKLUW to walk in squatting position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv] 

KABBALAH AAABBHKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

WALKAWAY AAAKLWWY easy victory [n -S] 

MOORCOCK CCKMOOOR male moorfowl [n -S] 

BUYBACKS ABBCKSUY BUYBACK, repurchase by corporation of its own stock [n] 

DYBBUKIM BBDIKMUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 

GAGGLING AGGGGILN GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v] 

KHIRKAHS AHHIKKRS KHIRKAH, patchwork garment [n] 

LALLYGAG AAGGLLLY to dawdle (to waste time) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

GYPSYISH GHIPSSYY resembling gypsy [adj] 

GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY mode of life of gypsies [n -S] 

CASHBACK AABCCHKS incentive of cash given back to purchaser [n -S] 

BLACKCAP AABCCKLP small European bird [n -S] 

CLAWBACK AABCCKLW money taken back by taxation [n -S] 

HIGHJACK ACGHHIJK to hijack (to seize vehicle while in transit) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUSYBODY BBDOSUYY nosy person [n -DIES] 

FUCKFACE ACCEFFKU offensive word [n -S] 
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POPPADOM ADMOOPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

SHOWOFFS FFHOOSSW SHOWOFF, one given to pretentious display [n] 

MACCABAW AAABCCMW maccaboy (type of snuff) [n -S] 

CHAMPACA AAACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

FURCULUM CFLMRUUU furcula (furculum) [n -LA] 

FLIMFLAM AFFILLMM to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISHMASH AHHIMMSS confused mixture [n -ES] 

SUCCUBAS ABCCSSUU SUCCUBA, succubus (female demon) [n] 

BLOWBALL ABBLLLOW fluffy seed ball [n -S] 

COSMISMS CIMMOSSS COSMISM, philosophical theory [n] 

HUZZAHED ADEHHUZZ HUZZAH, to huzza (to cheer (to applaud with shouts of approval)) [v] 

KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU disturbance or commotion [n -S] 

CHOCKFUL CCFHKLOU full to limit [adj] 

SCHLOCKY CCHKLOSY of inferior quality [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

HUMMOCKS CHKMMOSU HUMMOCK, to form into hummocks (small rounded hills) [v] 

DUMMKOPF DFKMMOPU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

JUMPOFFS FFJMOPSU JUMPOFF, starting point [n] 

MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E] 

WILLIWAW AIILLWWW violent gust of cold wind [n -S] 

GOGGLING GGGGILNO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v] 

KICKBALL ABCIKKLL baseball using inflated ball that is kicked [n -S] 

FULFILLS FFILLLSU FULFILL, to bring about accomplishment of [v] 

SLUMISMS ILMMSSSU SLUMISM, prevalence of slums [n] 

CHICCORY CCCHIORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

CRUMBUMS BCMMRSUU CRUMBUM, despicable person [n] 

SUBSISTS BISSSSTU SUBSIST, to continue to exist [v] 

LAVALAVA AAAALLVV Polynesian garment [n -S] 

BABASSUS AABBSSSU BABASSU, palm tree [n] 

ICHTHYIC CCHHIITY pertaining to fishes [adj] 

MOBBISMS BBIMMOSS MOBBISM, mobbish conduct [n] 

FLIPFLOP FFILLOPP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

MISHMOSH HHIMMOSS mishmash (confused mixture) [n -ES] 

JUJITSUS IJJSSTUU JUJITSU, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

JUJUISTS IJJSSTUU JUJUIST, follower of jujuism [n] 

INUKSUKS IKKNSSUU INUKSUK, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n] 

POLYPODY DLOOPPYY fern (flowerless vascular plant) [n -DIES] 

ACCURACY AACCCRUY quality of being accurate (free from error) [n -CIES] 

KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES] 

FALLOFFS AFFFLLOS FALLOFF, decline in quantity or quality [n] 

CHECKBOX BCCEHKOX small box on computer screen to be clicked on to select feature [n -ES] 

KOLKHOSY HKKLOOSY KOLKHOS, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

SCUZZBAG ABCGSUZZ dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

BUZZWIGS BGISUWZZ BUZZWIG, large, thick wig [n] 

SQUUSHES EHQSSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

BANKBOOK ABBKKNOO depositor's book [n -S] 

BOSCHBOK BBCHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

COXCOMBS BCCMOOSX COXCOMB, conceited dandy [n] 
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HOCKSHOP CHHKOOPS pawnshop (place where things are pawned) [n -S] 

HOMMOCKS CHKMMOOS HOMMOCK, ridge in ice field [n] 

GIMMICKY CGIIKMMY having or being like gimmick [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

KILLICKS CIIKKLLS KILLICK, small anchor [n] 

ROCKWORK CKKOORRW natural mass of rocks [n -S] 

PIZAZZES AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n] 

PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

SEPPUKUS EKPPSSUU SEPPUKU, Japanese form of suicide [n] 

CALLBACK AABCCKLL recall of defective product [n -S] 

WOODCOCK CCDKOOOW game bird [n -S] 

COOKOFFS CFFKOOOS COOKOFF, cooking contest [n] 

COCOBOLO BCCLOOOO tropical tree [n -S] 

LOCOFOCO CCFLOOOO type of friction match [n -S] 

PSYCHICS CCHIPSSY PSYCHIC, one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n] 

MAXIMUMS AIMMMSUX MAXIMUM, greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

SCHLOCKS CCHKLOSS SCHLOCK, inferior merchandise [n] 

JOYFULLY FJLLOUYY JOYFUL, happy (marked by joy) [adv] 

JIPIJAPA AAIIJJPP tropical plant [n -S] 

SKIPJACK ACIJKKPS marine fish [n -S] 

HOMONYMY HMMNOOYY condition of having same name [n -MIES] 

HYPOPYON HNOOPPYY accumulation of pus in eye [n -S] 

BIBCOCKS BBCCIKOS BIBCOCK, type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n] 

KAZACHKI AACHIKKZ KAZACHOK, Russian folk dance [n] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S] 

MUMMYING GIMMMNUY MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v] 

NICKNACK ACCIKKNN trinket [n -S] 

RICKRACK ACCIKKRR flat braid used as trimming [n -S] 

TICKTACK ACCIKKTT to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBSHRUB BBHRSSUU low shrub [n -S] 

COMSYMPS CMMOPSSY COMSYMP, offensive word [n] 

SHAHADAH AAADHHHS shahada (Muslim profession of faith) [n -S] 

SLUMGUMS GLMMSSUU SLUMGUM, residue remaining after honey is extracted from honeycomb [n] 

BOSSISMS BIMOSSSS BOSSISM, control by political bosses [n] 

ZUGZWANG AGGNUWZZ situation in chess that forces disadvantageous move [n -S] 

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 

PLUMBUMS BLMMPSUU PLUMBUM, lead [n] 

CHUPPAHS ACHHPPSU CHUPPAH, canopy used at Jewish wedding [n] 

SKOOKUMS KKMOOSSU SKOOKUM, evil spirit [n] 

BOOKWORK BKKOOORW keeping of records of accounts [n -S] 

WORKBOOK BKKOOORW exercise book for student [n -S] 

KAZACHOK AACHKKOZ Russian folk dance [n -HKI] 

POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES] 

DYSPEPSY DEPPSSYY indigestion [n -SIES] 

MUCHACHA AACCHHMU young woman [n -S] 

HIPPYISH HHIIPPSY relating to or resembling hippie [adj] 

BOSHBOKS BBHKOOSS BOSHBOK, bushbuck (small antelope) [n] 

TICKTOCK CCIKKOTT to make ticking sound of clock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PAPPADUM AADMPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj] 

SKYSURFS FKRSSSUY SKYSURF, to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v] 

PELLMELL EELLLLMP jumbled mass [n -S] 

PUFFBACK ABCFFKPU small African bird [n -S] 

CHIPMUCK CCHIKMPU chipmunk (small rodent) [n -S] 

CASSOCKS ACCKOSSS CASSOCK, long garment worn by clergymen [n] 

COSSACKS ACCKOSSS COSSACK, Russian cavalryman [n] 

YUPPYDOM DMOPPUYY state of being yuppie (young professional person working in city) [n -S] 

PLUGUGLY GGLLPUUY hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [n -LIES] 

HUMMOCKY CHKMMOUY abounding in hummocks [adj] 

CYCLICAL ACCCILLY stock whose earnings fluctuate widely with variations in economy [n -S] 

WILLYWAW AILLWWWY williwaw (violent gust of cold wind) [n -S] 

KRUMKAKE AEKKKMRU large thin cookie [n -S] 

CHATCHKA AACCHHKT knickknack [n -S] 

PULPALLY ALLLPPUY PULPAL, pertaining to pulp [adv] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

SYNONYMY MNNOSYYY equivalence of meaning [n -MIES] 

CHECKOFF CCEFFHKO method of collecting union dues [n -S] 

CUSCUSES CCESSSUU CUSCUS, arboreal mammal [n] 

SUFFUSES EFFSSSUU SUFFUSE, to spread through or over [v] 

RUCKSACK ACCKKRSU knapsack (bag carried on back) [n -S] 

GLUGGING GGGGILNU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

GUGGLING GGGGILNU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

MUGWUMPS GMMPSUUW MUGWUMP, political independent [n] 

GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

PYGMYISM GIMMPSYY stunted or dwarfish condition [n -S] 

BEZAZZES ABEESZZZ BEZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

HIGHBUSH BGHHHISU forming tall bush [adj] / one of various bushes bearing edible berries [n -ES] 

UNCHURCH CCHHNRUU to expel from church [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KEBBOCKS BBCEKKOS KEBBOCK, kebbuck (whole cheese) [n] 

COCCYXES CCCEOSXY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S] 

BYSSUSES BESSSSUY BYSSUS, fine linen [n] 

SCHUSSES CEHSSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SHAMMASH AAHHMMSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

COBWEBBY BBBCEOWY covered with cobwebs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

TUSSUCKS CKSSSTUU TUSSUCK, tussock (clump of grass) [n] 

FUZZBALL ABFLLUZZ ball of fuzz (fluffy mass of hair or fiber) [n -S] 

SKYWALKS AKKLSSWY SKYWALK, elevated walkway between two buildings [n] 

JIUJUTSU IJJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

CHURCHLY CCHHLRUY pertaining to church [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

MISKICKS CIIKKMSS MISKICK, to kick badly [v] 

BULLYBOY BBLLOUYY ruffian (tough, lawless person) [n -S] 

LOLLYPOP LLLOOPPY lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n -S] 

BACKCOMB ABBCCKMO to comb hair from ends to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSESSES AEESSSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 
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CHACHKAS AACCHHKS CHACHKA, chatchka (knickknack) [n] 

HAWKSHAW AAHHKSWW detective [n -S] 

CACHACAS AAACCCHS CACHACA, Brazilian liquor [n] 

PAPPADAM AAADMPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

JUMBUCKS BCJKMSUU JUMBUCK, sheep (ruminant mammal) [n] 

PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

MAMMOCKS ACKMMMOS MAMMOCK, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

PICKLOCK CCIKKLOP tool for opening locks [n -S] 

KICKOFFS CFFIKKOS KICKOFF, kick that begins play in football [n] 

PUMPJACK ACJKMPPU pumping apparatus at oil well [n -S] 

NUNCHUCK CCHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

SKYHOOKS HKKOOSSY SKYHOOK, hook conceived as being suspended from sky [n] 

SISSYISH HIISSSSY resembling sissy (effeminate man or boy) [adj] 

HYPOGYNY GHNOPYYY condition of having flowers with organs situated below ovary [n -NIES] 

BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BIES] 

PUPPYISH HIPPPSUY PUPPY, young dog [adj] 

JUJUISMS IJJMSSUU JUJUISM, system of beliefs connected with jujus [n] 

SUSURRUS RRSSSUUU soft rustling sound [n -ES] 

BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj] 

NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

BUZZCUTS BCSTUUZZ BUZZCUT, very short haircut [n] 

PUPPYDOM DMOPPPUY world of puppies [n -S] 

SUBFUSCS BCFSSSUU SUBFUSC, dark dull clothing [n] 

SCHMUCKY CCHKMSUY foolish, contemptible [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

LOBLOLLY BLLLLOOY pine tree [n -LLIES] 

KAKIVAKS AAIKKKSV KAKIVAK, fish spear used by Inuits [n] 

COLDCOCK CCCDKLOO to knock unconscious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ZIZZLING GIILNZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 

SUCCUMBS BCCMSSUU SUCCUMB, to yield to superior force [v] 

KOLKHOZY HKKLOOYZ KOLKHOZ, collective farm in Russia [n] 

BUZZKILL BIKLLUZZ one that has depressing or negative effect [n -S] 

FLUFFILY FFFILLUY FLUFFY, light and soft [adv] 

KEBBUCKS BBCEKKSU KEBBUCK, whole cheese [n] 

HYPONYMY HMNOPYYY state of being hyponym (word that denotes subcategory) [n -MIES] 

BUSHBUCK BBCHKSUU small antelope [n -S] 

SCHMUCKS CCHKMSSU SCHMUCK, to hit or flatten [v] 

UPCHUCKS CCHKPSUU UPCHUCK, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

COCKCROW CCCKOORW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] 

KNOCKOFF CFFKKNOO copy that sells for less than original [n -S] 

HALAKHAH AAAHHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S] 

RUBBYDUB BBBDRUUY rubby (alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol) [n -S] 

FUCKOFFS CFFFKOSU FUCKOFF, offensive word [n] 

BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX] 

COOKBOOK BCKKOOOO book of recipes [n -S] 

SKYJACKS ACJKKSSY SKYJACK, to hijack airplane [v] 

RIFFRAFF AFFFFIRR disreputable element of society [n -S] 
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ZIGZAGGY AGGGIYZZ marked by sharp turns [adj] 

SUCCUBUS BCCSSUUU female demon [n -BI, -ES] 

CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S] 

BACKPACK AABCCKKP to hike with pack on one's back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PICKWICK CCIIKKPW device for raising wicks in oil lamps [n -S] 

CHOWCHOW CCHHOOWW relish of mixed pickles in mustard [n -S] 

JUJUTSUS JJSSTUUU JUJUTSU, jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n] 

KAVAKAVA AAAAKKVV kava (tropical shrub) [n -S] 

HOKYPOKY HKKOOPYY trickery (deception) [n -KIES] 

MUDPUPPY DMPPPUUY large salamander [n -PIES] 

CYCLICLY CCCILLYY CYCLIC, moving in complete circles [adv] 

MUCKLUCK CCKKLMUU mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n -S] 

KICKBACK ABCCIKKK strong reaction [n -S] 

ZYZZYVAS ASVYYZZZ ZYZZYVA, tropical weevil [n] 

 


